Message of greeting

Dear citizens,

The Federal Government would like to invite you to an open day on the weekend of 19/20 August 2023. We cordially invite you to visit the Federal Chancellery as well as a number of federal ministries and the Press and Information Office of the Federal Government under the motto: “Visit the Federal Government”.

Take a look behind the scenes of federal politics. Join us for a discussion about the issues that interest you and are important to us all. Of course, members of the Federal Cabinet and I myself will be in attendance.

We look forward to seeing you at our open day.

Yours sincerely,

Olaf Scholz
Federal Chancellor

Access and accessibility

Most of the entrances to the ministries are barrier-free and suitable for wheelchair users. Many programme items on the stages as well as guided tours and lectures will be translated into (German) sign language to make the event accessible for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Safety

We take the safety of our guests very seriously and would ask for your understanding that security checks will be necessary. Please refrain from carrying large bags and luggage in order to ensure easy access. Please remember to bring your identity card or another form of photo ID. Unfortunately, four-legged friends, whether large or small, will have to wait outside.

Sustainability

The Federal Government will be organising the open day in accordance with tried-and-tested sustainability criteria. Greenhouse gas emissions will be avoided to the greatest extent possible. We will be guided by the German Sustainability Strategy.
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Here you will find a list of all participating ministries. Most of the buildings will be open from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. We recommend that you arrive by public transport.

1. **Federal Chancellery**
   Willy-Brandt-Straße 1, 10557 Berlin

2. **Press and Information Office of the Federal Government**
   Reichstagufer 14, 10117 Berlin

3. **Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Action**
   Scharnhorststraße 34–37, 10115 Berlin

4. **Federal Ministry of Finance**
   Entrance: on the corner of Leipziger Straße and Wilhelmstraße, 10117 Berlin

5. **Federal Ministry of the Interior and Community**
   Alt-Moabit 140, 10557 Berlin

6. **Federal Foreign Office**
   Werderscher Markt 1, 10117 Berlin

7. **Federal Ministry of Justice**
   Mohrenstraße 37, 10117 Berlin

8. **Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs**
   Saturday 11 a.m. to 10 p.m., Sunday 11 a.m. to 6 p.m., Zietenplatz in front of the Ministry

9. **Federal Ministry of Defence**
   Entrance: Checkpoint Hildebrandstraße, 10785 Berlin

10. **Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture**
    Entrance: Französische Straße 1, 10117 Berlin

11. **Federal Ministry for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth**
    Glinkastraße 24, 10117 Berlin

12. **Federal Ministry of Health**
    Mauerstraße 29, 10117 Berlin

13. **Federal Ministry for Digital and Transport**
    Invalidenstraße 44, 10115 Berlin

    Stresemannstraße 128–130, 10117 Berlin

15. **Federal Ministry of Education and Research**
    Kapelle-Ufer 1, 10117 Berlin

16. **Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development**
    Stresemannstraße 94, 10963 Berlin

17. **Federal Ministry for Housing, Urban Development and Building**
    can be visited at

18. **Federal Press Conference**
    Schiffbauerdamm 40, 10117 Berlin